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[…] a special kind of normality. (Jasper Morrison)  
 

 

In the world of design, interior design and design in general architects 
and designers have embraced what amounts to a very real declaration 
of intent, rather than a trend, as regards the role of design. The French 
designer Ora Ito summarised it in a neologism,    “SIMPLEXITY“SIMPLEXITY“SIMPLEXITY“SIMPLEXITY””””, i.e. the 
art of simplifying complicated things.  
 

Jasper MorrisonJasper MorrisonJasper MorrisonJasper Morrison has spoken about the “need” for design to become less 
obtrusive and focus on what is its primary remit: to improvimprovimprovimproveeee    people’s people’s people’s people’s 
liveslivesliveslives. With regard to this, the widespread feeling is that continual “adding to” 
equals a lack of ideas, while good insights go hand in hand with “subtracting”.  
 

The rediscovered mission of design that endeavours to give shape to everyday 
objects mirrors strong expectations from people who have undergone a change of 
taste and attitude to consumption in general over the last few years and, in 
particular, to the products that fill their everyday lives and the homes they live in.  
 

Acquiring and possessing an innovative object or furnishing or adopting a “cool” 
lifestyle has long responded to the need of a large swathe of consumers belonging 
to the so-called mature markets – to outwardly “exhibit” a coveted form of 
elegance, whose main value lay in appearanceappearanceappearanceappearance.  
 

These days a more evolved set of consumer values, conscious of the need to 
rethink market models and paradigms, seems also to be tending in the opposite 
direction, towards simplification, pragmatism, efficiency and durability. In short, 
towards a more conscious manifestation of cool, which is also triggering a new 
look that could be described as “normalised” but far from banal.  
 

This new concept of cool can be measured by its ability to impact positively on 
quality of lifequality of lifequality of lifequality of life, to trigger intelligent intelligent intelligent intelligent and    practical practical practical practical solutionssolutionssolutionssolutions,,,, and to keep up with the 
well-established norms of contemporary taste. What is being sought - and this 
also applies to building the domestic space - is a “NEW NORMALITYNEW NORMALITYNEW NORMALITYNEW NORMALITY” created by 
objects and interveninterveninterveninterventionstionstionstions that may be minimaminimaminimaminimallll but which are geared to solving big 
and small contingent problems as satisfactorily, effectively, functionally and 
aesthetically as possible.  
 

In her literary/decluttering book “The The The The Magical Power of TidyingMagical Power of TidyingMagical Power of TidyingMagical Power of Tidying----UpUpUpUp” (Vallardi, 
2014), the Japanese writer Marie Kondo talks about the great influence that 
declutteringdeclutteringdeclutteringdecluttering and efficient organisation of living spacesefficient organisation of living spacesefficient organisation of living spacesefficient organisation of living spaces have on people’s lives: they 

build self-confidence, free the mind, counter attachment to the past, valorise 

“If you asked me to sum up 
the concept, […] it's like 
when you see a ballerina 
dancing - it looks very 
simple, but actually there's a 
lot of work behind every 
movement."” 



 

 

precious things and stop you making useless acquisitions. A tidy 
home in which we are surrounded only by essential objects breeds 
serenity, as per Zen philosophy.  
 
The Japanese culture, moreover, like the Nordic culture, is one of 
the major proponents of a return to the basic elements of home 
life. Design SoilDesign SoilDesign SoilDesign Soil is a Kobe Design UniversityKobe Design UniversityKobe Design UniversityKobe Design University educational project 
that challenges teachers and students to explore ordinarinesordinarinesordinarinesordinariness s s s 
through design in order to create new domestic landscapes in 
which the furnishings dialogue effectively with the lifestyles of 
those who use them. The project has sparked designs such as “By By By By 
the Wthe Wthe Wthe Windowindowindowindow”, an internal partition shaped like a square window on 
which one can sit and look 
“out”, or which can be used 

to hold small objects – a piece of clothing, 
a glass, a book - while a connection 
between two spaces is set “silently” up.  
 

Then there is “PerchPerchPerchPerch”, a rack for storing 
shoes in regular use that always end up 
being left lying around, like the electric 
wires on which birds perch securely from 
time to time. Both were showcased at 
Fuorisalone 2016. 
 
What we are actually witnessing is a 
conscious and “topicalised”, yet far from impersonal, return to the functional and functional and functional and functional and 
minimalistminimalistminimalistminimalist origins of modern design, as summarised beautifully by Mies Van der 
Rohe: It’s better to be good than to be original. 

 

 



 

 

 
The SuperNormal macrotrend is split into three microtrends: Small&Smart, Low 

Tech and Extra-Ordinary Design. 

 

1. Small&Smart1. Small&Smart1. Small&Smart1. Small&Smart    
 

Simple objects that achieve great things could be the pay-off to this microtrend. In 
this sense, design responds to the emergencies of everyday liferesponds to the emergencies of everyday liferesponds to the emergencies of everyday liferesponds to the emergencies of everyday life by creating small, 
and sometimes invisible, “helpers” that act within the microphysics of daily life. It 
can also restore “dignity” to humble objects, elevating them to the unexpected 
height of protagonists.  
 

In this trend, small size goes hand in hand with high perceivedhigh perceivedhigh perceivedhigh perceived and functional 
valuevaluevaluevalue in a design process that ennobles apparently marginal elements or creates 
new practical and intelligent devicesintelligent devicesintelligent devicesintelligent devices that help domestic life run smoothly.  
 

We would probably never have known that we needed this particular object until 
the Korean 250 Design studio came up with it. XYZ Holder is a small small small small coloured    
silicone hooksilicone hooksilicone hooksilicone hook that throws a new angle on the smallsmallsmallsmall cursorily treated and/or 
overlooked objectsobjectsobjectsobjects that hang about our homes causing confusion and disorder: 
keys, reading glasses, pens, pencils, scissors, cables, razor blades, toothbrushes 
etc. In other words all the little things that don’t have a proper home and deserve 
to be be be be better better better better looked aflooked aflooked aflooked afterterterter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The hooks have adhesive, washable and reusable backs, do not ruin the surfaces 
to which they are attached and can be positioned horizontally or vertically 
according to the object they are destined to hold. They are waterproof, come in 
five different colours and stick to both walls and windows.  

XYZ Holder 
Site: http://250.or.kr/ 

Country: Korea 
Section: 

Homeware/Furnishing 
Accessories 



 

 

 

Cleverly disposed in the spaces 
where they are needed, they create a 
variegated domestic landscape 
complete with good looks, in a fresh 
and innovative response to the 
“tiresome” need to tidy up.  
    

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : minimal object, 

functionality, aesthetics, orderly 

chaos.     
    

 
Conceived by the Belgian designer Richard Venlet, Solo ChairSolo ChairSolo ChairSolo Chair is a multifunctional 
object notwithstanding its minimalismminimalismminimalismminimalism. Formally, it is a free interpretation of 
Walking Stick Seat N. 6822, designed by the Austrian maker Thonet in around 
1866. When the folding mechanism is removed it becomes a “frozen” 
constellation in which a small square tablesmall square tablesmall square tablesmall square table is suspended diagonally above a round round round round 
seatseatseatseat.     

 
    
Solo ChairSolo ChairSolo ChairSolo Chair    
SitSitSitSiteeee: : : : 
http://maniera.be/series/1/ma
niera-01/4/prototype-4    
CountryCountryCountryCountry: : : : Belgium    
SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : Furniture    
 
 
 
 
 

 
A simple system that combines the functions of both chair and support makes this 
small, practical object suitable for a variety of uses: from a micromicromicromicro----workstationworkstationworkstationworkstation to a 
relaxingrelaxingrelaxingrelaxing spot in which to sip a drinkdrinkdrinkdrink or a coffeecoffeecoffeecoffee.  
 

DomesticDomesticDomesticDomestic    spacesspacesspacesspaces and lifestyleslifestyleslifestyleslifestyles that are increasingly compressedcompressedcompressedcompressed and “jam-packed” 
mean there is a need for furnishing solutions which, like this, make for optimaloptimaloptimaloptimal 
and intelligent useuseuseuse of space.   
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : optimisation, multifunctionality, citation, two in one.     
 
What looks like a simple stool turns out to be so much more: Shoe Stool is a 
functional, compact object designed to improve the daily routinedaily routinedaily routinedaily routine of putting on and 
taking off your shoesshoesshoesshoes. Designer Koichi Futatsumata, has produced a limited 
edition to celebrate the tenth anniversary of fashion brand FUJITO.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

It’s an ergonomicergonomicergonomicergonomic and 
practicalpracticalpracticalpractical piece of furniture 
that makes an everyday actioneveryday actioneveryday actioneveryday action 

easier, providing somewhere to sit or lean against while undoing or doing up one’s 
shoes. But that’s not all. The stool is also equipped with a small shelfshelfshelfshelf for storing 
the necessities for looking after and cleaning shoes: shoe brush, cloth, cream, 
spray, etc.   
 

The metal structure is handmade, and is available in gold, silver copper effect 
finishes or in the more minimal black and white. A curious objectcurious objectcurious objectcurious object, but, equally, a 
dedicated tool fordedicated tool fordedicated tool fordedicated tool for a “requisite” daily practice.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : routine, practicality, minimal footprint, dedicated tool. 
 
Stacks is a Californian company that believes in the inspirational powerinspirational powerinspirational powerinspirational power of small small small small 
thingsthingsthingsthings. This is why it has developed and funded through KickstarterKickstarterKickstarterKickstarter an elegant, 
minimal solution to a problem that affects all the studystudystudystudy----areasareasareasareas in contemporary 
houses: the forest of cablescablescablescables that clutters up desks and the areas around them. 
Their tiny/great idea has already attracted converts on the crowd-funding site, 
testament to their having identified a gap in the marketgap in the marketgap in the marketgap in the market, and it has now become a 
reality: small, sophisticated “industrial” steel steel steel steel cable organiser cubescable organiser cubescable organiser cubescable organiser cubes, like tiny objets 
d’art that tidy and bring lustre to homes and offices.     
 

 
 
 
 
 

Shoe StoolShoe StoolShoe StoolShoe Stool    
SiteSiteSiteSite: : : : 
http://www.futatsumata.com/en/
projects/15/    
CountryCountryCountryCountry: : : : Japan    
SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : Furniture 
 

StacksStacksStacksStacks    
SiteSiteSiteSite: : : : 

http://www.shopstacks.com/    
CountryCountryCountryCountry: : : : USA    

SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : 
Homeware/Accessories  



 

 

While created with a specific purpose in mind, these objects are also sophisticated sophisticated sophisticated sophisticated 
decorative elementdecorative elementdecorative elementdecorative elementssss that have their own part to play in the overall living style. The 
Stacks vision actually transcends the individual object, in the belief that order and 
functionality generate productivity and that innovation, in turn, generates creativity 
and inspiration.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : innovation, inspiration, creativity, everyday works of art.  

    
2. Low Tech2. Low Tech2. Low Tech2. Low Tech    
    

The increasingly widespread use of the new technologies, which are progressively 
making for more “intelligent” ways of managing domestic life (a subject that will 

be the focus of the Phygital House macrotrend), is accompanied by a return to 
lowerlowerlowerlower----intensity technologiesintensity technologiesintensity technologiesintensity technologies. On one hand their use evidences a conscious conscious conscious conscious 
rediscoveryrediscoveryrediscoveryrediscovery of ancient traditions and, on the other, a responsible attituderesponsible attituderesponsible attituderesponsible attitude to the 
use of available energy resources and to the impact design choices and lifestyles 
have on the environment.  
 

In the lighting sphere, for example, this trend has been sparked by the diffusion of 
LEDLEDLEDLED technology, which enables energy consumption to be cutenergy consumption to be cutenergy consumption to be cutenergy consumption to be cut and which can be 
wirelessly controlled.  
 

“The wires will disappear […] And everything that can disappear, has to 

disappear” says Philippe StarckPhilippe StarckPhilippe StarckPhilippe Starck. The French designer has for some time 
advocated the rererere----humanisation of designhumanisation of designhumanisation of designhumanisation of design and the retrieval of a tangible tangible tangible tangible 
relationshiprelationshiprelationshiprelationship with objects as well as the need for a general rethinking of 

development models:  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Part of his research focused on the development of cordless LED lamps, including 
the “provocative” spotlightspotlightspotlightspotlight that can be angled by means of a telescopic 
broomstickbroomstickbroomstickbroomstick, rather than a more “costly” handset, inspired by the actions of an 
elderly waiter spotted in a New York restaurant.  
 

EglooEglooEglooEgloo was conceived by the young Roman designer Marco Zagaria, seeking a low-
cost solution for heating small spaces. The small small small small heaterheaterheaterheater, made of terracottaterracottaterracottaterracotta with 
3D technology, enables the temperature of a room of approximately 20 m2 to rise 

“That's why the real, real question, and I've been 

speaking about this for years, is not de-growing – 

although for sure we have to do it – it's how to  

create a positive de-growth. That means how can  

we technically and materially de-grow and continue 

the beautiful story of evolution by creativity. 
 

If we speak about lights, LEDs have changed  

the consumption [of energy] and you are obliged to 

redesign all lights for ecological reasons”. 
 



 

 

by 2° or 3° in around half an hour, simply by harnessing the heat generated by 
four candlescandlescandlescandles, without any electricity.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The device – made up of four piecesfour piecesfour piecesfour pieces – a base, a metal rack and two domes – 
works quite simply: the base serves as a holder for the candles, the metal rack 
supports the two domes, leaving enough space for air to get through and for the 
candles to burn. The inner dome holds in the very hot air (it can reach 
temperatures of between 170° and 200°), which is then released through the 
outer dome (at a temperature of 30° and 50°) and then out into the surrounding 
space through a small hole.   
 

The properties of the material enable heat to be heat to be heat to be heat to be storedstoredstoredstored and slowly released into 
the air even once the candles have been extinguished. Although not a solution 
that can guarantee fixed temperatures, Egloo provides an extra option as well as 
being an ecoecoecoeco----friendly friendly friendly friendly 
choicechoicechoicechoice reminiscent - 
despite the obvious 
differences in terms of 
safety and looks - of the 
ancient custom of keeping 
a brazier near at hand for 
warmthwarmthwarmthwarmth’s sake.  
 

The designer carried out a 
successful crowdfundingcrowdfundingcrowdfundingcrowdfunding 
campaign for production and marketing purposes.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : low consumption, energy saving, sustainability, low impact.    
 
Another design that has gone into production thanks to crowdfundingcrowdfundingcrowdfundingcrowdfunding and the 
enthusiasm of its supporters - which saw the pre-set target figure double - is 
Lumir CLumir CLumir CLumir C, an intriguing Korean design that cleverly manages to combine traditiontraditiontraditiontradition 
and innovationinnovationinnovationinnovation. It is a table lamplamplamplamp that works without electricity or batteries but, 
again, simply by candlelight. 
 

EglooEglooEglooEgloo    
SiteSiteSiteSite: : : : http://eglooinfo.it/    
CountryCountryCountryCountry: : : : Italy    
SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : Appliance 
 



 

 

Simply place the heat 
source under the lamp – 
a similar method to the 
candleholders of old – 
and the thermal energy 
lights the LED diodes, 
according to the Seeback Seeback Seeback Seeback 
thermoelectric effectthermoelectric effectthermoelectric effectthermoelectric effect. This 
is enough to make four four four four 
hours of lighthours of lighthours of lighthours of light, diffused or 
targeted, with no energy 

costs and with no polluting batteries to be disposed of.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lumir C is available in several colourscolourscolourscolours and in either a shiny or a satin finish, and 
is easily transportable to any part of the home that needs it, inside or outside. 
Moreover, when a perfumed candle is used, the chosen scentscentscentscent will permeate the 
space along with the light.  
 

Underscoring the nostalgia effect is a forgotten extinguishing techniqueforgotten extinguishing techniqueforgotten extinguishing techniqueforgotten extinguishing technique: simply 
blow.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : ancient actions, tradition and innovation, low impact, energy 

efficiency, eco-sustainability.  
 
Korea’s Jihyun Ryou has come up with a groundbreaking project, Save Food From Save Food From Save Food From Save Food From 
The FridgeThe FridgeThe FridgeThe Fridge, from what can currently be regarded as the leading experimentalexperimentalexperimentalexperimental 
design hub in the widest sense of the term, the Design Academy di Eindhoven. Design Academy di Eindhoven. Design Academy di Eindhoven. Design Academy di Eindhoven. 
The artist has reflected on the way in which food is storedfood is storedfood is storedfood is stored, fruit and vegetables 
especially, which we have relegated entirely to the refrigeratorrefrigeratorrefrigeratorrefrigerator, forgetting that fruit 

Lumir CLumir CLumir CLumir C    
Site: Site: Site: Site: 

http://www.lumi
rlight.com/    

Country: Country: Country: Country: Korea 
SectSectSectSectionionionion:::: Lighting 
 



 

 

and vegetables continue to live and “breathe” even once harvested and that, 
dusting off the traditional popular customs handed down from generation to 
generation, alternative and more natural techniques can be employed to preserve 
their integrity.     
 

Peppers, courgettes, aubergines, and tomatoes, for instance, are best conserved at 
higher temperatures than that of fridges and require a high level of humidity. 
Jihyun’s solution is, therefore, a shelfshelfshelfshelf on which the vegetables can be stored, 
equipped with a basinbasinbasinbasin that collects the waterwaterwaterwater used to keep them damp and which 
produces enough humidity to keep them fresh, lowering room temperature by a 
few degrees but maintaining it above that of a refrigerator. The same technique 
can be applied to fruitfruitfruitfruit    bowlsbowlsbowlsbowls, piercing them and setting them on top of a base 
containing water. She was inspired by the technique employed by her 
grandmother, an apple grower, to keep them in perfect condition prior to sale.  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Special shelves are also available for storing carrotscarrotscarrotscarrots or celery in damp sanddamp sanddamp sanddamp sand or to 
keep eggseggseggseggs, which absorb odours from surrounding food, isolated. A glass full of 
water helps to control freshness: if the egg sinks to the bottom it is still good to 
eat.  

 
 

 
Save Food From The 

Fridge 
Site: 

http://www.savefoodfr
omthefridge.com/ 

Country: 
Korea/Holland  

Section: 
Houseware/Furniture 



 

 

Lastly, to ensure spices, garlic and onions are kept fresh, the tubs just need 
enough space for a handful of rice that will absorb the humidity, preventing the 
formation of lumps. In this way the designer hopes to bring the ancient ancient ancient ancient savoirsavoirsavoirsavoir----
fairefairefairefaire, handed down orally, back into our everyday lives, applying it to our 
objects/furnishings and making people aware again of the essence of foodsfoodsfoodsfoods as 
living living living living organismsorganismsorganismsorganisms.   
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : back to roots, bio-diversity, heritage, experimentation. 
 
 

3. Extra3. Extra3. Extra3. Extra----Ordinary DesignOrdinary DesignOrdinary DesignOrdinary Design    
 

Design speaks softly and discreetly brings a touch of “extraordinariness” to the 
most ordinary of objects. Faithful to its final purpose, design intuition focuses on 
the functionalityfunctionalityfunctionalityfunctionality and ease of useease of useease of useease of use of furniture and furnishings, making for cleancleancleanclean----cut cut cut cut 
looklooklooklookssss and a sort of “consideredconsideredconsideredconsidered”    minimalismminimalismminimalismminimalism.  
 

Creative efforts actually mainly consist of the treatment and study of detailsdetailsdetailsdetails that 
appear to be ends in themselves but which, while constituting distinctive elementdistinctive elementdistinctive elementdistinctive elementssss 
from a formal point of view, also reveal a specific raison d’être when closely 
considered. 
 

The idea is to dot objects around the spaces that tell small small small small storiestoriestoriestoriessss yet have a 
major impact on quality of life and everyday rituals, doing their job as best they 
can and/or throwing new light on shapes, uses shapes, uses shapes, uses shapes, uses and    actactactactionionionionssss that we take for 
granted and improving them.  
 

This trend harnesses the needs of a steadily growing band of evolved and aware 
consumers capable of seeing beyond the “bling” patina effect, which they regard 
as de trop, and who are instead on the look out for products that are good at what good at what good at what good at what 
they dothey dothey dothey do, essential, durabledurabledurabledurable, practical and innovative despite their formal simplicityformal simplicityformal simplicityformal simplicity.  
 

Swedish fashionfashionfashionfashion brand CosCosCosCos went into partnership with Danish furnishingfurnishingfurnishingfurnishing brand 
HAYHAYHAYHAY a while ago, exhibiting small home and furnishing furnishing furnishing furnishing accessoriesaccessoriesaccessoriesaccessories signed by 
HAY, with which it shares the values of simplicity and essentiality. Last year the 
partnership grew to include the joint production of pieces of furniture, which for 
the clothing brand marked a real foray into the world of design and home 
furnishing, in a natural extension to its brand brand brand brand identity, which is a mouthpiece for 
lifestylelifestylelifestylelifestyle and for a broader 
consumer approach outwith 
its own particular industry.  
 
 
 
    
    
    
 

Cos + HAYCos + HAYCos + HAYCos + HAY    
Site: Site: Site: Site: 

http://www.cosstores.com/gb/COSxHAY    
Country: Country: Country: Country: Sweden/Denmark    

SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : Furniture/Homeware 
 



 

 

The upshot is a collection of coffee tablecoffee tablecoffee tablecoffee tablessss by the 
Spanish designer Tomas Alonso, distinguished by 
their extreme linear looks and practicality of use. 
The tables are made of wood, apart from one 
metal legmetal legmetal legmetal leg, which adds a pop of colourcolourcolourcolour to the 
composition. Its difference also lies in its 
functionality, because thanks to its “diversity” of 
shape and material, the leg can be removed to 
make the tables completely foldablefoldablefoldablefoldable. 
 

This practical systempractical systempractical systempractical system means that the small round 
tables – which come in two versions, one taller 
and slimmer and the other lower and wider – can 
be moved around, put in a minimal space or, 
even, hung on the wall without taking up any space and ready to use where and where and where and where and 
when requiredwhen requiredwhen requiredwhen required.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : simplicity, practicality, functional detail, usability.  
 
Discover the hidden beauty of ordinary lifeDiscover the hidden beauty of ordinary lifeDiscover the hidden beauty of ordinary lifeDiscover the hidden beauty of ordinary life is the principle behind all the work 
produced by Hong Kong Ziinlife! Its mission to make quality design accessible and 
a genuine ally in the pursuit of happiness has inspired furnishings such as Green Green Green Green 
Tea TableTea TableTea TableTea Table, a storage table that gives shape to the need new generations feel to 
pay tribute in new ways to the ancient traditions and customs, such as tea 
drinking.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This furnishing solution 
therefore contains the space 
and items necessary for 
making tea properly, from the 
tank of purified waterpurified waterpurified waterpurified water to the 
shelves for cups and teapot, 
in a contemporary homage to 
customs of the past.  
 

Ziinlife! 
Site: 

http://www.ziinlife.com.hk/ 
Country: China 

Section: Furniture 
 



 

 

Then there is Reaching Bookshelf. Reaching Bookshelf. Reaching Bookshelf. Reaching Bookshelf. A piece of furniture equipped with doors, from 
which an arc-shaped bookshelf protrudes. What at first sight looks simply appears 
to be a decorative elementdecorative elementdecorative elementdecorative element actually enables current reading matter to be on show 
and to hand, while the closed section protects other books from dust, lending an 
orderly look to the room.     
 

 
 
Two examples of how this approach to design manages to effectively combine 
looks and functionalitylooks and functionalitylooks and functionalitylooks and functionality to create products conceptualised by the heart and 

conceived by the mind. 
   
KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : the beauty of ordinariness, new forms of traditional uses, smart decor.     
    

Thought up by Meike Langer, Beaugars is a piece of furniture on which to hang 
up, lay and store objects in daily useobjects in daily useobjects in daily useobjects in daily use. The structural elements have been pared 
down to to to to aaaa    minimumminimumminimumminimum; a wooden bench serves as a horizontal shelf and the metal 
arcs act as supports, also lending themselves to the most disparate of uses: 
clothes rail, umbrella stand or simply framework.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

BeaugarsBeaugarsBeaugarsBeaugars 
SiteSiteSiteSite: : : : http://www.meikelanger.com/ 

beaugars_02 
CountryCountryCountryCountry: : : : Germany    
SeSeSeSectionctionctionction: : : : Furniture 

 



 

 

 
Another distinctive feature is the possibility of altering its footprint according to according to according to according to the the the the 
free space availablefree space availablefree space availablefree space available, meaning that Beaugars can become more or less compact, 
as specifically required. Its spare and essential structure also allows the user to 
compose their own persopersopersopersonal landscapenal landscapenal landscapenal landscape of objects, which takes shape 
spontaneously according to the habits and identity of the person. Almost as 
though it was not a completnot a completnot a completnot a completeeeely finished ly finished ly finished ly finished object, a canvas that reinvents itself, 
constantly recreating its look according to the use each person puts it to.  
 

Thus, every day, even the most ordinary objects, often left lying about the house 
or tidied away, find a temporary home and become furnishing protagonistsfurnishing protagonistsfurnishing protagonistsfurnishing protagonists.  
 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: : : : furnishing-canvas, flexibility,    open project, changing looks.  
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SuperNormal HouseSuperNormal HouseSuperNormal HouseSuperNormal House    is the megatrend is the megatrend is the megatrend is the megatrend developed by LivingScapes,LivingScapes,LivingScapes,LivingScapes, the research 
carried out by the Salone del Mobile.MilanoSalone del Mobile.MilanoSalone del Mobile.MilanoSalone del Mobile.Milano Trend LabTrend LabTrend LabTrend Lab – the Salone del Salone del Salone del Salone del 
Mobile.MilanoMobile.MilanoMobile.MilanoMobile.Milano’s ’s ’s ’s new research laboratory and intelligence centre     – to identify the 
leading trends emerging at international level in the world of design, furnishing 
and living.  
 
 
The Megatrend MapThe Megatrend MapThe Megatrend MapThe Megatrend Map    

 
 

 

Method 
 

The Salone del Mobile Trend Lab employs an ethnographic-based research methodology 
based on field observation, combining field (a network of international 
researchers/anthropologists), desk and web sources, to identify the socio-cultural changes 
and evolutions taking place and the way in which they are translated, take shape and 
manifest themselves in the domestic space. 
 

It also employs a panel of national and international opinion leaders, selected ad hoc both 
for their relevance to the research subjects (design, architecture, interior design, interior 
architecture) and for their ability to take a crosscutting look at design and creativity-related 
issues.   
 

The field of observation encompasses all the leading international markets (Europe, 
Russia, USA, Asia) with a focus on “emerging” countries such as China.  


